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Canterbury Youth Hostels

Overview
There have been four hostels run by the Youth Hostels Association (England & Wales) in the city of
Canterbury, plus at least one short-term temporary overflow affair.
The YHA was brought into being in 1930 and a clutch of pioneer hostels opened in the South East, as
elsewhere, in 1931. From the Association’s outset, Canterbury was seen as a principal attraction, not only
for its own sake historically, but also as it lay at the eastern end of an ancient track along the North Downs
known as the Pilgrims’ Way. It is the only British city that has had a youth hostel every year from 1931 to
the present (2013), excepting the war years.
Early in 1931 a celebrated youth hostel was opened at the Pilgrims’ Way western end, at the City Mill,
Winchester. The track east was soon served by a variety of hostels, both large-scale (owned and even built
by or for the YHA) and small-scale (under private ownership, but run as YHA establishments under
licence). These allowed the burgeoning membership of the YHA in the early 1930s to walk or cycle the
whole length of the Way at will.
Today fewer of the intermediate hostel stops remain, and Winchester hostel had to be handed back to the
National Trust in 2005, so the attractions of Canterbury are now more concentrated and less the focus of
a determined route-march.
In Canterbury itself there was a temporary youth hostel in 1931 at the remarkable Old House on Station
Road West; this was taken short-term so that feelers could be put out for a more permanent location, and
thanks to the redoubtable work of the YHA National Secretary John Catchpool, who seemed to be
everywhere in the Association’s first years, the historic All Saints’ Lane accommodation was secured from
1932 to the beginning of the war.
After a restriction of YHA activities in Kent during the war, a new property two and a half miles from the
city was found and opened in 1946 at Alcroft Grange, a substantial mansion. This had a successful span of
16 years, though structural defects and the distance from the city centre gradually persuaded the
Association to look again at a more central location. In 1963, a move was made to the present hostel
‘Ellerslie’, a large Victorian house on New Dover Road. Conversion work was to take over a year, during
which time the hostel functioned on a restricted basis, with a temporary back-up at an unknown address
helping out in 1964. Later on, through most of the 1970s, there was an overspill hostel to alleviate
overcrowding at ‘Ellerslie’ at the Prince of Wales Youth Club, Northgate. This burned down in 1977. It
may have been the same premises as offered in 1964.
There follows a series of profiles of these varying premises.
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Canterbury (the Old House) Youth Hostel Opened 1931, closed 1931 or early 1932
The Old House, 4 Station Road West, Canterbury, Kent
Historic County: Kent

YHA Region: London

GR: TR 144581

YHA is indebted to Mark Phillips, Customer Service Officer, Canterbury Library, 18 High Street, Canterbury, Kent CT1 2JF for
extra information on the Old House.

Canterbury’s first youth hostel was opened about April or May 1931, within a whisker of the date of the YHA’s first
proper batch of ten or so openings at Easter (March), 1931. Historians may know of the false start provided by the
pioneer Merseyside Youth Hostels Ltd group at Pennant Hall near Llanrwst, in December 1930, (it closed within
weeks because of a contaminated water supply), and a few isolated previous establishments that performed hostel
functions, though without the vision of a national association. The Easter 1931 batch included two hostels that
remain in service in 2020: Idwal Cottage in Snowdonia and Street in Somerset.

Frontispiece of ‘Old Canterbury’ (1906) by Walter Cozens
showing the Old House as reconstructed on Station Road West

This first Canterbury hostel was located on the upper floor of the Old House or Quaint House, a remarkable
testimony to the work of local historian Walter Cozens, who in 1906 had rescued the 14th century timber-framed
building from demolition at its site on Upper Bridge Street and had it moved wholesale to a new position on Station
Road West, where the various sections were re-erected in a new configuration. Once reconstructed, it was made to
house swimming baths on the ground floor and a museum of antiquities collected by Mr Cozens on the first floor.
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In his booklet of antiquities, ‘Old Canterbury’ Mr Cozens wrote:
In order that this relic should not be lost to the city, a site has been secured near the Westgate, at the corner of
Station Road, and the house has there been re-erected and utilised as a small museum, illustrative of most of the
objects of interest mentioned in this publication, and of others that are closely connected with Old Canterbury.

In time, the ground floor was given over to a furniture store and the first floor became the headquarters of the local
Toc H Group. Toc H was one of the founding supporters of the early YHA; it was instrumental in providing this
space temporarily for the use of the Association in its first season. A small sum was specially given for furnishing,
(perhaps the £25 offered by the National YHA to set up a Canterbury hostel). There were two large rooms,
bathrooms, etc, and a rent of £1 per week was agreed for 16 weeks from Whitsun. Mrs (or Miss) Boake, who was
‘willing and capable’ would take over the wardenship for a remuneration of a generous 35s a week for the summer
months; otherwise the London Region received all revenue from this hostel, though in all probability it ran at a loss.
Minutes of the London Region Committee describe how there were (at least) 121 overnights made at the premises
in the middle of 1931; this was a modest success, though the western end of the Pilgrims’ Way was better advertised
and used.

Entry in the 4th Edition of the pioneer 1931 YHA National Handbook

From the outset it was understood that the arrangement was short-term; the Executive Committee considered
alternative future accommodation at Blackfriars and Westgate, but the former would cost £5,000 and the latter –
recommended by Mr Headley of Charing (where there was also much early YHA activity) – fell through. The
Committee decided that the winter use of the hostel would not justify large expense, though the secretary might
explore the possibility of continuing the arrangement at the Old House through October, and thereafter of
obtaining a small amount of accommodation in return for the nightly shilling fees.
Things took a turn for the better at the October 1931 Executive meeting, when a Mr Bishop reported a
conversation with Mr Catchpool with reference to an offer of an ancient property in Canterbury, of historical
interest. It was suitable for a youth hostel and would be available at a rental of £55 to £70. Accordingly, John
Catchpool submitted this Memorandum at the November meeting:
I have paid five visits to Canterbury on behalf of the London Regional Council in connection with the establishment
of a chain of hostels along the Pilgrim Way.
The nine hostels on the Pilgrim Way vary very greatly in quality. The London Regional Council is only financially
responsible for two of them - Winchester and Canterbury - and it is now proposed, if the London Regional Council
agree, to establish one of the Carnegie Demonstration Hostels about the centre of the chain. The capital cost of the
Hostel will be borne by the National Association, but the running and upkeep must be shouldered by the London
Regional Council, who will receive the profit or bear the loss upon the working.
Winchester: the position at Winchester is well known and needs no review at this moment.
Canterbury: during the past season we have been fortunate to secure the use of the Toc H premises in Canterbury
for which we are to pay a rental of £1 a week. I have the account for Toc H enclosed.
Note: I think a request for a donation from Toc H towards the expenses of the YHA in Canterbury might be
favourably considered by the local Toc H - the only drawback is that they are themselves very hard up.
New premises: I have spent much time in company with Mr HD Headley in searching for alternative premises. We
have seen a number of possibilities, but would especially like to recommend the following proposition for the
consideration of the London Regional Group:
Immediately behind ‘the Weavers’ and easily seen from the bridge in St Peter’s Street, there is an ancient property
with historical records dating back to 1531 (it is probably older). It was at one time occupied by Oliver Cromwell as
his headquarters during the Civil War. The buildings have recently been put into first rate condition by a well
known resident. The whole property comprises three sides of a square.
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The fourth and open side faces down to the River Stour. The centre of the square is open, partly flagged, partly grass,
with a fountain in the centre. The house on the left, facing east, is let for 15/- a week; the house on the right, which is
slightly larger, is let in three parts for a total rent of £35 a year. The fourth side facing the river is the most ancient
and at the moment stands vacant.
The owner, Mr Cousins, is willing to let us rent this last section of the property for £70 a year, including rates. He
will also permit us to use a good deal of furniture, most of which is very old and delightful, which is at present in the
building. It is possible that he will take £15 from the rental to help us through the working of the winter months, or
alternatively he will permit us to make use of the hostel immediately, but will only date our lease from January 1st
1932. He is putting in, at his own expense, two new lavatories, a bathroom and four wash hand basins. He is also
willing, in the event of our leasing of the property, to divide the two large rooms according to the suggestions I have
made, with oak 3-ply. The premises so divided would give us accommodation as follows:
Small kitchen, large dining and common room, medium-sized waiting and registration room, and two large
dormitories, sufficient to accommodate 20-25 men and 20-25 women.
I suggest for your consideration the present arrangements for supervision to be continued:
that Mrs Harrison, who is musical, well educated and has a good knowledge of the city, be asked to undertake the
book-keeping and reception of our members, together with the general supervision of the property, answering
advance enquiries, etc., at a remuneration of 7/6d a week, and that Mr and Mrs Curtis be asked to undertake the
cleaning and the care of the court-yard at an additional remuneration of 7/6d per week. The advantage of this plan is
that we can obtain the services of three persons and they can share up the work so that we always have somebody on
the premises.
Mr Cousins will give us the option of purchasing the whole property. The option will stand for one year. The total
figure he requires for the three properties is £2,400. In the event of our deciding to purchase we should of course
obtain the rents from the properties upon the east and west, of which I have already spoken, viz: facing east @ 15/- a
week (£39); facing west (£35), ie £74.

(It was agreed to authorise Mr Catchpool to proceed with a contract for one year’s tenancy from 1/1/1932 (handwritten as 1/1/1931, surely a mistake).

Sketchmap to show the relative positions of the first two youth hostels:
1 Canterbury Old House (1931); 2 Canterbury All Saints’ Lane (1932-29)

It seems perfectly possible that the Mr Cousins mentioned in the above minutes might be connected with the 1906
Mr Cozens of the Old House.
The Old House hostel was finally used towards the end of 1931, or possibly extended into early 1932. Mr Cozens’s
lovingly recreated property and buildings adjacent were destroyed in the 1942 Blitz. A small shop of mid-20th
century design now stands at this location.
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The Toc H establishment as still listed in Kelly’s Directory in 1933

Canterbury (All Saints’ Lane) Youth Hostel

1932 to 1939

All Saints Lane, Canterbury, Kent
Historic County: Kent

YHA Region: London

GR: TR 147579

The proposed premises on All Saints’ Lane became the new youth hostel for the next eight seasons. They were
variously described as an early 16th-century house, rich with timbered oak and the historical associations of a
Cromwellian headquarters, now rented by the Group (London Region Annual Report, 1932), or three 17th-century
cottages around a square garden, on the bank of the River Stour (1938 Guide). They had been used as weavers’
cottages; indeed the famous inn adjacent is known as the Weavers.

From the YHA South East Regional Guide, 1938
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Only two of the three cottages alluded to were rented, according to references from its initial years. The layout of the
hostel as first deployed is not yet understood. There were beds for 40. A third cottage was taken over in 1937, and
capacity rose for a time to 52. The following year the hostel became fully controlled. It closed after the 1939 season,
almost certainly because of the outbreak of war and the emergency operations obtaining in the South-East at that
time. Unlike other 1939 closures, this hostel was not resurrected at a later date.
Since the youth hostel period the premises have been used as a dancing school and, more lately, for residential use.

1

2 3

4
1: entry for the new hostel in the October Edition of the 1932 YHA National Handbook –
a 1935 publication gave the warden as Mrs Curtis, and in 1938 it was Mrs Hemmings;
2: cyclists at All Saints’ Lane youth hostel – anonymously produced postcard; 3: the opposite view – glass slide;
4: the Dining and Common Room, All Saints’ Lane – Vincent New postcard (all author’s collection)
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1

2

3
Further images of All Saints’ hostel from glass slides (author’s collection).
1: dormitory space and ancient timbers; 2: the courtyard;
3: a simple dormitory. This image found its way into some of the early YHA 9mm films
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Canterbury (Alcroft Grange) Youth Hostel

1946 to 1962

Alcroft Grange, St Stephen’s Hill, Canterbury, Kent
Historic County: Kent

YHA Region: London

GR: TR 153608

London Region wasted no time in finding a replacement for the All Saints’ Lane premises after the war. The
experiences of YHA from the mid-point of the war were that, wherever hostels had managed to stay open, had been
returned from requisition, or had even been newly opened despite many hardships, they were more popular than
ever. This great surge of popularity was probably behind the London Region’s interest in obtaining a large, rambling
mock-Tudor mansion on the north-eastern outskirts of the city in 1945. Alcroft Grange was purchased in that year
and opened in 1946 (probably at Easter) as a 90-bed hostel. In 1948 a peak of over 10,000 bednights was recorded,
more than doubling the best number for All Saints’ Lane.
Many similar properties became youth hostels, especially in the period just after the war. They were plentiful, often
affordable and crammed to capacity at weekends and holidays. The difficulty was that they often came in a neglected
state and with the structural weaknesses of age, which would only manifest themselves after a few years’ intensive
hostel use. By 1954, it was clear that much remedial expenditure was needed here. It was decided at the time to
maintain Alcroft Grange, but by 1961, when usage had declined considerably, a decision was taken to sell in the
hope that more suitable premises could be found nearer the city centre. According to the official programme for its
replacement; it proved ‘difficult and expensive to maintain, and there were problems over a private road.’
Wardens at Alcroft Grange included Len Barton and Mr and Mrs Woodcock.
More recently Alcroft Grange has been divided into flats.

1

2
1: postcard of Alcroft Grange youth hostel, issued by YHA London Region, from about the time of the opening;
2: the Alcroft Grange membership card stamp, 1949
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1

2 3

4
1: from the 1960 edition of the YHA Guide – 100 Miles around London; 2&3: a crowd of hostellers on the steps at
Alcroft Grange, mid-1950s (photos by David Buxton, London Region Secretary); 4: postcard sketch (YHA Archive)
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Canterbury (Ellerslie) Youth Hostel

1963 to present

Ellerslie, 54 New Dover Road, Canterbury, Kent CT1 3DT
Historic County: Kent

YHA Regions:
London, Southern, South

GR: TR 157569

The 1962 Annual Report for YHA London Region described how during the summer months large-scale
adaptations had been taking place at a property somewhat smaller but more suitable than Alcroft Grange, and in a
much more central location. ‘Ellerslie’, a late Victorian house with gothic overtones, had been purchased freehold for
£8,000 in that year, thanks to a grant from the Department of Education. It was able to open on a limited basis with
only 20 beds, and no members’ kitchen, about Easter 1963. Its official opening was not held until 25th April 1964.
The hostel was immediately very popular, especially with overseas members. It has remained so ever since. Numbers
using the hostel are far greater than for the earlier premises.

1

2 3
1: new entry in the 1964 Regional Guide, 100 Miles Around London (YHA Archive);
2: admission programme cover for the official opening of ‘Ellerslie’ (YHA Archive);
3: family snapshot of the Miller family from Lincolnshire, 1984 (author’s collection)

The programme of the official opening, illustrated above, extolled the virtues of the new hostel over the old Grange:
‘Ellerslie, a smaller building, now provides accommodation for 55 members on approved standards.’ While the new
hostel was finding its feet, a temporary facility, location unknown, was made available in the city for the 1964 season.
154 bednights were recorded here. Later, during the summers of 1970 to 1976 or 1977, overflow accommodation
was needed in Canterbury, and was provided at the Prince of Wales Youth Club, Northgate, grid reference TR
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153584, according to research by Kevin Flanagan. The auxiliary hostel was located behind Nos. 135 and 136, but
burned down in 1979. The area is now much altered by road schemes.

YHA membership card stamps from 1963 and 1985 frame the author’s one-inch pin badge from 1963

Canterbury hostel received a considerable PDMP refurbishment in time for the 1990 season, with an increase to 72
beds, and overnights were boosted immediately in consequence. Three new showers were fitted in 1999.
Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1932-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
§: Old House hostel (the bednight figure was 121 at least); ¶: All Saints’ Lane hostel;
∞: Alcroft Grange hostel; ∆: Ellerslie hostel; †: temporary Canterbury hostels
*: 17 month period; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping
…

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

…

121§

open¶

open¶

open¶

1673¶

2192¶

2913¶

3140¶

2971¶

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

…

…

…

…

…

…

4407∞

7972∞

10206∞

8590∞

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

8552∞

8131∞

8259∞

open∞

7274∞

6511∞

5990∞

6806∞

6778∞

6036∞

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

5987∞

6416∞

5564∞

3132∆

7225∆

8172∆

8093∆

8661∆

7639∆

…

…

…

…

5922∆
154†

…

…

…

…

…

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

7836∆
588†

8638∆
976†

10053∆
1574†

9890∆
1482†

10279∆
1620†

9966∆
1702†

10049∆
1563†

10326∆
177†

10517∆

11183∆

…

…

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

11180∆

10843∆

8918∆

11344∆

11202∆

12238∆

11571∆

11845∆

12191∆

13655∆

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

16706∆

16238∆

21602∆*

15693∆

17949∆

17868∆

18500∆

16595∆

16583∆

16360∆

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

14329∆

13653∆

12890∆

11640∆

11054∆

12378∆

12939∆

13767∆

13342∆

13376∆

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2010
14379∆

15455∆+ 11354∆+ 17034∆+ 18757∆+ 19870+∆ 20020+∆ 19845+∆ 18881+∆ 18499+∆

On 4th November 2012 YHA Canterbury was closed for major refurbishment, reopening on 11th March 2013.
The rearrangement featured a newly furnished restaurant, refreshed communal areas, updated self-catering kitchen
with new appliances, fifteen refurbished bedrooms (seven en-suite), updated wash facilities and an improved
licensed residents’ bar, serving coffee and snacks. Bedrooms extend from the basement (one room) to the ground
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floor (three), first floor (six) and second floor (five). In 2015 the accommodation was supplemented by three 5bedded large deluxe cabins on the rear lawn. Overnights have continued to flourish, with the record broken in 2016.
Hostel wardens and managers at Ellerslie have included Anne and Barry Hudson, who left in 1970. Peggy and Jim
Titheridge retired from Canterbury in 1978 after 25 years with YHA. Chris and Annette Hawkins and C and E
Deryee wardened in the 1980s, and Martin and Christine Peryer and Stephanie Cutts were managers in the 1990s.
Guy Groves brought the hostel into the new century. Niki and Andy Reynolds managed the hostel from 2002-07;
Niki has continued in the role and is the current manager.

Canterbury hostel – an attractive and flourishing modern youth hostel (YHA publicity images)
John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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